Abstract-Ever since Kevin M. Passino invented the bacteria foraging optimization algorithm, one of the main challenges has been employment of the algorithm to problem areas other than those for which the algorithm was proposed. This research work inquires the applications of designed experiments aided by multiple regression analysis for tuning of this emerging novel optimization algorithm parameters to the cell formation (CF) problem considering operation sequence. In this paper, an attempt is made to tuning chemo tactic and swarming steps parameters meanwhile taking into consideration bacteria foraging optimization algorithm convergence speed and performance. The factorial designed experiment is suggested to create treatments of experiment. The adequacy of the proposed model is analyzed based on some commonly statistical criteria. The results lie in favor of adequacy of the proposed model. 
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, an attempt has been made to tackle the problem with operation sequence of the parts using bacteria foraging optimization algorithm. Systematic choice of bacteria foraging parameters speeds up the convergence of the algorithm without falling prey of premature convergence. By making the bacteria foraging coefficient adaptive, the convergence speed is improved .To choose the parameters of swarming, designed experiment methods like multiple regression methodology is carried out. The model was tested using a wide variety of statistical criteria like assessing utility of model, making inferences about the model's parameters, the coefficient of correlation and assessing model adequacy. The model found to be consistent in producing good results. The major purpose of this work is to develop a simple, yet efficient, methodology capable of producing quick solutions for estimation and prediction.
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The Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) is invented by Passino [3] is swarmming evolutionary computational approach. It is inspired by the foraging behavior of Escherichia coli bacteria in human intestines. According to this approach foraging is considered as an optimization process whereby the bacterium strives to maximize the energy gained per unit foraging time.
II. PROPOSED BACTERIA FORAGING OPTIMIZATION: A BRIEF OVERVIEW
Actually BFO is invented firstly for continuous domain and movement of bacteria on domain is continuously, but in contrary, in our problem we should move bacteria position representation by MCIM (Machine Cell Incidence Matrix) matrix for find better solution in term of machine-cell membership. Thus, we have matrix which row member represent machine-cell membership and column mean cell number, 1' one means machine is belonged to cell and 0' zero means otherwise. For example in MCIM initial machines assignment represented by Fig.  1 is [1122332] , that means machines 1,2 to cell 1, machines 3,4,7 to cell 2 and machines 5,6 to cell 3 are assigned respectively,. Therefore for tumbling and swimming of this bacteria position representation, we use global and local mutation, that means in global mutation we change position of column with other and in local mutation we change position of row with other based on probability conditions. Consequence matrix after some tumbling and swimming is shown in Fig. 2, [3312132] , that means, just machines 3, 5 to cell 1, machines 4, 7 to cell 2 and machines 1, 2, 6 to cell 3 are assigned respectively. Therefore for determine of probability of global and local mutation in tumbling and swimming we define for probability of global mutation in tumbling (1-, probability of local mutation in tumbling) and for probability of global mutation in swimming (1-, probability of local mutation in swimming).
Here, we will also have cell-to-cell signaling via an attractant and will represent that with (θ, (j, k, l)), i =1, 2, S, for the i-th bacterium [3] . Let be the depth of the attractant released by the the cell and be a measure of the width of the attractant signal. The cell also repels a nearby cell in the sense that it consumes nearby nutrients and it is not physically possible to have two cells at the same location. To model this, we let = be the height of the repellant effect and be a measure of the width of the repellant. Let To apply the BFA algorithm for the cell formation problem, we chose cell membership matrix X = [ ] instead of the position of bacteria, θ(i,j,k,l), and accordingly performance measure like group technology efficiency instead of nutrition function J (i, j,k,l). Group technology efficiency (GTE) given by Harhalakis et al. [1] is formulated in following equation (4). Additionally, we adopted Norm ( -instead of ( -) for calculation of Jcc (θ, P (j, k, and l)). Test of an individual parameter coefficient in the multiple regression models is [2] : (6) (7) and is based on [n-(k+1)] DF where: n=number of observations k=number of independent variables in model Conducting t tests on each β parameter in a model with a large number of terms is not a good way to determine whether a model is contributing information for the prediction of y. If we were to conduct a series of t tests to determine whether the independent variables are contributing to the predictive relationship, it is very likely that we would make one or more errors in deciding which terms to retain in the model and which to exclude. We begin with the easier problem-finding a measure of how well a multiple regression models fit a set of data. For this we use the multiple coefficient of determination [2] In this study, an efficient algorithm based on bacteria foraging algorithm is proposed for cell formation problem. It takes into consideration the operational sequence of the parts. The algorithm was coded in PC MATLAB and tested on the Pentium IV machine.
The model developed using BFA has been tested with many benchmark problems of various sizes ranging from 20×20 to 40×25 drawn from the open literature. Problems have been tested by varying the number of cells from 4 to 8. The factorial designed experiments are proposed for defining of treatments. Experiment 1 is prepared for determining of probability of global mutation in tumbling and swimming. Experiment 2 is prepared for determining cell to cell attraction parameters .Switch key is defined for contributing on/off of cell to cell attraction function on BFA algorithm execution, therefore in Experiment 1 this switch key is turned off for omitting of cell to cell attraction function contribution on effects of global or local mutation in tumbling and swimming.
For any treatment 100 replication of observation for any of data set is considered. Data is entered into a computer and a MINITAB statistical software package is used to estimate the unknown parameters in the deterministic component of hypothesized models. For Experiment-1 after many stepwise regressions based on nested models and comparing reduced model with completed model by applying of equation (14) For Experiment-2 after many stepwise regressions based on nested models and comparing reduced model with completed model by applying of equation (10) According Table II , the value for the model is .This value of implies that 79.9% of sample variation in GTE is attributable to,or explained by,one or more of independent variables x1,x2 and x3.Thus , and are samples statistic that represent adequacy of the overall model is minimum 79.9%.we could arrive at the same decision by checking the observed significance level (p-value) of F test, given as 0.000.This value indicates that we will reject according equation(9) for any α greater than 0.000.the MINITAB printout shown in Table 2 also gives the two-tiled observed significance level(i.e., p-value) for each t test. These values that we would reject for any of in favor of for any
Regression Analysis: y versus x1, x2, x1^2
The regression equation is y = 64. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this work a BFA based algorithm was proposed to solve the cell formation problem using non binary, real valued work load data as input matrices contain operation sequence of parts data. Moreover, the designed experiment aided by multiple regression methodology is carried out for tuning of BFA parameters in tumbling, swimming and swarming steps. The adequacy of model by wide variety of statistical criteria assessing is proved. The Once appropriately modified, this methodology may be employed for tuning of other BFA parameters in favor of better performance of this algorithm such a number of bacteria in the population, number of chemo tactic steps per bacteria lifetime, Limits the length of a swim, the number of bacteria reproductions (splits) per generation and The probability that each bacteria will be eliminated/dispersed. No evidence of lack of fit (P >= 0.1).
